
Chapter 296- the end 

 “You don‟t even understand private clubs.” Finn was a little speechless, but he didn‟t know 

how to explain. 

Just when Finn was having a hard time how to open his mouth, his phone rang. 

When he saw the caller ID, Finn couldn‟t help but be stunned and picked up the phone in a 

hurry, “Qiu Yu?What can I do for you?” 

It was Li Qiuyu who called, it‟s been almost half a year since I‟ve contacted him, how come 

it‟s so sudden. 

“I‟m sure you‟ll find a lot of people who are interested in you,” she said. 

The corner of Finn „s mouth ticked: “What?Don‟t you miss me?” 

“I….Of course I miss you too.”Li Qiuyu‟s voice got smaller and smaller, and Finn could 

imagine how Li Qiuyu blushed. 

“That‟s good, you post the location later, I‟ll bring some friends over to see it.” Finn said and 

hung up the phone. 

 

Right after that, Finn opened his phone and searched for Xiao Coco‟s picture on the 

Internet, and the screen was facing the Daily Brothers: “Do you know her?” 

“Who isn‟t this, the current popular star.”Tianyi saw the photo showed an infatuated smile: 

“What‟s the matter, brother is fancy this, if you fall in love I won‟t earn with you, Xiao Coco 

and the other two sisters, all of them look beautiful.” 

“Pop!” 

Finn raised his hand and slapped Tian Yi‟s big bald head, laughing and scolding, “Don‟t think 

too much, these are all my women.It was their manager who called me just now, saying that 

they‟re coming to Moodoo for a concert, so let‟s go watch the concert.” 



“Huh?Brother Ye is so capable, so many little sisters have gotten their hands on him, that‟s 

awesome!”Tianyi had a look of envy, but agreed to go to the concert. 

“Ringing bell!” 

As soon as he sent the Tiantian brothers away, Finn „s phone rang again, and Finn picked up 

the phone somewhat speechlessly, “Who is it?” 

“It‟s me, Monique, did brother miss me.”Lin Mengqi‟s voice came from the other end of the 

phone. 

“What‟s the matter with you, you little girl?” Finn didn‟t think that Lin Mengqi would still 

take the initiative to call him. 

Lin Mengqi explained, “Sister Yue‟er and I came to see the concert in Mudou, I just looked 

through your friend circle and saw that you‟re also in Mudou ah, why, let‟s go together to 

see if?” 

“A concert?You‟re not talking about Xiao Coco and the others‟ concert, are you.” Finn 

directly A**ociated it with Li Qiuyu who had just called. 

“You can even guess this, awesome.”Lin Mengqi praised, “Yeah, they‟re on fire now, do you 

want to go see them?” 

“I was supposed to meet up with my brothers to see it, so let‟s go together, you guys can 

wait for me at a hotel called Old Tree Pan Root, I‟ll bring my brothers over at about 5 pm.” 

The sun was setting and the day arrived at 5pm without anything happening, Xiao Yi arrived 

at the Old Tree Pan Root Hotel as promised, there was already a group of women in the 

hotel lobby, not only Lin Mengqi and Shangguan Yue, but also He Mengmeng and the three 

women from Muzhu. 

Xiao Yi is a little surprised but also readily accepted, after all, wood bamboo to see the 

concert naturally with three women, three women to protect the safety of He Mengmeng, 

want to be so brought. 

It is reasonable that women should be extraordinarily jealous to meet, but Lin Mengqi 

Shangguan Yue and He Mengmeng is getting along well, even He Mengmeng told a lot of 

Finn childhood embarr A**ment, Finn is very helpless, but He Mengmeng also helpless. 



Six King Kong has seen all the women is not surprised, but the brothers were very surprised, 

praised Finn good luck. 

The crowd of more than ten people went to the concert site, the concert for three days, 

today is only the first day, some people have not yet received the news, so there is not a lot 

of people, just more than 30,000 people came, the venue is 80,000 people field, there is still 

a large half of no one. 

Finn and the others found a good place to enjoy the concert. 

On stage, Xiao Coco, Han Dong‟er, and Zhou Leya were all acting very mature, and had 

improved a lot from their youthfulness at the beginning of the concert, and Finn was also 

enjoying watching. 

But halfway through the concert, but suddenly a group of people rushed onto the stage, 

and rushed straight to Zhou Leya. 

“f*ck, Tiger you have to go to the rescue!” 

Finn was in a great hurry, the gang came from an unknown source, if the danger to Zhou 

Leya could be finished. 

A tiger reaction extremely fast, faster than the reaction of the tiger is to have become a 

martial artist‟s wooden bamboo. 

I saw a step on the wooden bamboo, directly shattered the floor, the figure is fiercely 

rushed out, almost in the blink of an eye, rushed onto the stage, than the speed of the 100 

meters champion are a lot faster. 

Zhou Leya in the face of danger, supporting the scene: “fans are too enthusiastic, will send 

you autographed photos later, please get off the stage and sit down first.” 

“Little girl, my young master has a crush on you, what bullsh*t concert, quickly give my 

young master as a concubine.”The one led by the six black-clothed men sneered. 

Muzhu flipped over and rushed up, kicking to kick the black-clothed men off the stage. 



But what Finn didn‟t expect was that the black-clothed man actually lightly stretched out his 

palm, and then there was a loud „bang‟ sound, and a large mouthful of blood spurted out 

from where Mu Zhu flew backwards. 

“How is this possible!” Finn was open-minded, Muzhu was a real martial artist, how could he 

not be able to beat the other party‟s light palm? 

“District Outer Strength scum dares to learn from someone else‟s heroic rescue, you can 

practice for a few more decades.”The man in black laughed disdainfully and ran to pounce 

on Zhou Leya again. 

“Everyone on!”The Heavenly Brothers also arrived on the stage, and United Tiger pounced 

on the man in black. 

“Be careful, this man is an expert in inner strength!” 

Mu Zhu warned, but it was clearly too late, as the black-clothed man waved his large hand 

like a shadowless hand, striking eight slaps in a row. 

“Bang!Bang!Bang!Bang!Bang!Bang!Bang!Bang!” 

The Heavenly Brothers and Tiger flew out in response and fell to the ground, not knowing if 

they were alive or dead. 

“Tiger!Tin Tin Brothers!” Finn shouted and rushed to the stage at the moment, he knew he 

was nothing, a messy move would definitely be a move to finish him off, in a rush he instead 

became more calm. 

“Who the hell are you guys sent here, do you know that I am the young master of Ye Island, 

these are my people!” Finn had no choice but to show his identity, he had no other choice. 

The other party was a martial artist, so perhaps when he heard Ye Island‟s prestigious name, 

he would probably retreat. 

“Ye Island?”As soon as the black-clothed man who was the leader changed his look, he saw 

the necklace around Finn „s neck, which was indeed Ye Island‟s special logo. 

Seeing that it worked, Finn couldn‟t help but feel relieved in his heart, he was afraid that the 

other party didn‟t know Ye Island‟s prestigious name. 



But what he didn‟t expect was that the black-clothed man who headed it directly jumped at 

him and raised his hand to slap him directly on the head. 

“Ye Island traitors all deserve to die, give me death!” 
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Finn felt the pounding pressure, the palm wind had already cut through his face before the 

black clothed man‟s palm came down.The feeling of danger rose from his feet to his 

heavenly lid, and for the first time, he felt the threat of death. 

Am I going to die like this?Die here? 

Finn only felt that time and space were frozen, his eyes were like a movie, flashing past his 

grandmother, past his annoying second uncle, past Tina , past Charles and his parents, and 

finally past Xiao Coco, Wang Kexin, Zhou Leya, Li Qiuyu, Han Dong‟er, Lin Mengqi, 

Shangguan Yue, Ye Jiaqi, He Mengmeng. 

I have yet to be filial to my grandmother, I have yet to fulfill my parents‟ sustenance, I have 

yet to marry the woman I love, and I have yet to meet the unborn child in Ye Jiaqi‟s belly. 

I‟m not happy, I still have a lot of things to do, I don‟t want to die yet! 

Evan was afraid, he was afraid of dying, he regretted why he didn‟t use his brain to rush up, 

but now, it was too late. 

The freeze time shattered instantly after the movie, the slap still reached him and hit him 

right in the head. 

“Bang!” 

“How is this possible!”The man in black was fiercely alarmed. 

When Finn opened his eyes, he saw a golden cover slowly shattering in front of him, and the 

one emitting the golden light was the jade pendant in his bosom, which was given to him 

by Mu Zi Ling, capable of resisting martial artist attacks! First web site 



But after the golden light flashed, it just shattered, the jade pendant that could withstand 

several attacks actually shattered at once, and Finn knew that it wasn‟t that Mu Zi Ling had 

deceived him, but that the man in black‟s attack had exceeded expectations. 

The man in black was an inner strength expert not inferior to Mu Zi Ling! 

Finn couldn‟t think about it, the moment the golden light shattered, he ran backwards 

beyond instinct, he knew that only he was alive and could do more, now that he was dead, 

there would be nothing left. 

“Kid, still want to run!”The man in black sneered more than just a sneer, and rushed towards 

Finn in three parallel steps. 

Finn felt death approaching, the genetic locks in his body seemed to be unlocked, running 

at an unprecedented speed, but sadly, he was never able to shake off the man in black, and 

the distance was closing in, seeing that he was about to be caught by the man in black. 

“Bang!” 

At that moment, however, a p A**erby-looking man suddenly rushed out and took on the 

man in black with a single slap, knocking him over the edge. 

“How is that possible?” Finn didn‟t expect a p A**erby to be so strong in combat, but upon 

closer inspection, he was surprised again, “It‟s you!” 

Finn remembered this p A**erby, who had helped him several times in the past to deal with 

photos being taken secretly, Finn thought it was just an ordinary bodyguard sent by Charles, 

but he didn‟t expect the battle power to be so amazing. 

One palm strike to fly away an inner strength expert, what level is this! 

“I‟m sorry, young master, I just went to the bathroom and didn‟t expect this to happen.”The 

p Aerby scratched his head in embarr Ament and looked down to see that his trouser 

chain wasn‟t even pulled up again. 

“Bastard, who the hell are you?”The black-clothed man stood up and gathered together 

with other black-clothed men to surround the p A**erby and Finn tian. 



The wayfarer‟s momentum continued to rise and slowly spoke, “Ye Island‟s First War God 

Finn tian!I didn‟t think you traitors would even dare to show up in the world, so prepare to 

suffer the wrath of Ye Island!” 

“You‟re that Ancestral Master realm‟s Finn tian?”The black-clothed man‟s face sank as if he 

was condensing out of water, but he didn‟t lock and retreat in the slightest: “Even if you are 

Finn tian, so what, the eight of us brothers are all at the peak of internal strength, and the 

combination technique is meant to deal with you.I didn‟t expect you to jump out and suffer 

death so early.” 

The black clothed man sneered, “You remnants really know how to make excuses, it‟s 

obvious that we are the masters of Ye Island and were driven out by you, but now you are 

biting back, it‟s ridiculous.Before you die, I might as well tell you that our young master has 

found five jade medals, the district Ye Island is no longer in your eyes, if you know what to 

do, you should be arrested!” 

“Five jade medals?” Finn tian‟s face showed surprise, but Finn fan was pleasantly surprised, ” 

Finn tian, make your move to kill them and find their young master, we‟re just five pieces 

short of making it!” 

“Young Master, I understand!” Finn tian also had a smile on his face, “It‟s not a waste of time 

to get it, you remnants have been hiding for so many years, now you dare to show up or 

give away the treasure, I‟ll be sorry if I don‟t take it!” 

Saying that, Finn tian directly rose up in the air, backhandedly pulled out a soft sword from 

his waist, and he killed the eight black-clothed people. 

Finn tian stood where he was without moving, not because he was afraid to move, but 

because he was afraid that moving would burden Finn tian, Finn tian was so confident that 

he would definitely be able to protect him. 

As expected, the sword light in Finn tian‟s hand rose in all directions and burst out, “No Self 

Sword Qi!” 

The sky was full of sword qi flying everywhere, only Finn „s position was without the slightest 

sword qi, Finn „s current position was like the eye of a tornado, seemingly dangerous, but 

actually incomparably safe. 



The sword qi swept across the sky for a full minute before it ended, the eight black-clothed 

people moved as immobile as before, but the leader of the black-clothed people looked 

resigned, “Flying in the air, void condensation, you are not a master, you are an innate!” 

“Who says I‟m just a cleric.” Finn tian laughed, and the moment he landed on the ground, 

countless wounds erupted on the bodies of eight black-clothed people, and in almost the 

blink of an eye, they turned into a mist of blood and dissipated into the air as if they had 

never existed. 

Finn tian closed his eyes and meditated, then flew back to a place and grabbed a person. 

“Don‟t kill me, don‟t kill me!”The person who was caught struggled hard. 

Finn tian doesn‟t say anything, just puts his sword on this person‟s neck, and the person is 

so scared that he rushes to empty his pockets, “Here, all of it, here are five jade medals, 

please let me live!” 

“It‟s a real jade tag!”Get the jade medal, Finn just feel can understand not counterfeit, also 

don‟t know why this person just carry five jade medals in the body, is this the remaining 

young master, what an idiot. 

When Finn nodded slightly, Finn would draw back his sword, but this person‟s neck came 

out with a line of blood, killing him on the spot…. 

One month later. 

The killing incident at the concert had finally been suppressed by Ye Island forcefully, and 

the remnants of Ye Island‟s original defection had been completely purged. 

Finn also understood at this time that he was not afraid of the other families when he was 

not allowed to have his news on the internet, but was afraid of these remnants. 

Now that the remnants had been extinguished, Finn was no longer a potential threat, and 

with the collection of twelve jade medals, Finn was finally back on Ye Island in the open. 

Today, Ye Island was clear and sunny, all the residents of Ye Island came out and gathered 

in the largest square of Ye Island. 



The stage was set up in the square, it was Xiao Coco, Han Dong‟er and Zhou Leya three girls 

were going to hold a concert in Ye Island, this was the gossip that the island residents knew. 

But the real reason was that Ye Yunlong and Chen Fangling were preparing to officially 

announce the news that Finn was the young master of Ye Island at the concert. 

But what even Ye Yunlong and Chen Fangling didn‟t know was that Finn „s real purpose was 

to propose to the ladies at the concert at the same time. 

After the life and death of the concert, he understood that now that he had money and less 

time to struggle, he would leave his time among pleasure! 

On June 1, 2020, Evan is officially the heir to the Mansion! 

(THE END) 

 


